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Real-time multiplex analysis of four beta-
thalassemia mutations employing surface
plasmon resonance and biosensor technology
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In this paper, biospecific interaction analysis (BIA) employing surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and biosensor
technologies was applied to the analysis of multiple mutations of the human beta-globin gene. To this aim, large
target polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products were immobilized on sensor chips and then probes detecting
beta139 (C4T), beta1IVSI-1 (G4A), betaþ IVSI-6 (T4C) and betaþ IVSI-110 (G4A) thalassemia mutations were
sequentially injected. In this study, a total of ten normal and seven heterozygous subjects, and six homozygous
patients were considered. The results obtained allow to conclude that discrimination between normal subjects,
heterozygous, and homozygous patients is readily achieved for all the four mutations by PCR amplification of
genomic DNA containing all the regions corresponding to the same mutations, immobilization of the same PCR
products, and hybridization. To our knowledge the procedure described here is the first reported on the use of
SPR-based BIA and biosensor technology for multiple detections of point mutations.
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We have recently demonstrated that biosensor
technologies for biospecific interaction analysis
(BIA)1–7 are suitable approaches for detecting point
mutations involved in human diseases. For in-
stance, we have recently published two reports on
the use of surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based
BIA and oligonucleotide (ODN) probes to detect
cystic fibrosis deltaF508 and W1282X mutations8–10

present in target DNA amplified by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR).11 The conclusions of these two
studies were that (a) the ability of ODN probes to
discriminate efficiently in SPR-based BIA between
target sequences differing in terms of a single
nucleotide largely depends on length; (b) short
ODNs (9–10 mers) perform differential hybridiza-
tion thereby being suitable for diagnostics, but,
unfortunately, they could be inefficient in hybridiz-
ing with single–stranded PCR products exhibiting
heavy secondary structures; (c) longer oligonucleo-
tide probes (12–13 mers) are not informative during

the hybridization step (they hybridize to both
normal and mutated DNAs), but could be used,
with excellent results, in the dissociation phase,
since stability of mismatched hybrids is very low;
and (d) 15–20 mer ODN probes do not discriminate
between full matched and mismatched target DNA
in BIA experiments, yielding in both cases stable
hybrids. The hypothesis of our studies was that the
molecular BIA diagnosis based on SPR strongly
depends on the secondary structure of the target
PCR product. In a more recent paper,9 we demon-
strated that short peptide nucleic acid (PNA)12

probes (9 mers) were efficient, unlike the respective
ODN probes, in hybridizing to target PCR products,
the Tm of DNA/PNA hybrids being higher than that
of DNA/DNA hybrids, due to the fact that they are
not negatively charged and, therefore, no electro-
static repulsion occurs during DNA/PNA hybrid
formation.13,14

The most recent findings in SPR-based analysis of
PCR products have been discussed in a recent review
article from our laboratory.15 The suitability of SPR-
based BIA for the detection of point mutations
has been recently confirmed in molecular diagnosis
of the beta139 (C4T) thalassemia mutation of the
human beta-globin gene16,17 involved in a severe type
of beta1-thalassemia.18
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However, to our knowledge, no attempt has been
made to perform SPR-based BIA for multiple
clinically relevant mutations in genetic diseases.
This is of great relevance in the molecular diagnosis
of the highly heterogeneous beta-thalassemia syn-
dromes, in which double heterozygotes are fre-
quently found.

It should be pointed out that the possibility to
perform multiplex analyses on the same sensor chip
is not an easy approach, due to the fact that probes
interacting in regions of similar PCR products
exhibiting different secondary structures might dis-
play highly variable hybridization efficiency, as
recently reported by our group in several papers
and reviews.8–10,15,18–20

The aim of this study was to verify whether SPR-
based BIA could be employed in multiplex analysis
for real-time detection of several mutations of the
human beta-globin gene causing beta-thalassemia.

In the designed BIA approach format, biotinylated
PCRs were performed using, as target, genomic DNA
from normal subjects and from informative patients.
The PCR products were designed to contain gene
regions involved in four beta-thalassemia mutations:
beta139 (C4T), beta1IVSI-1 (G4A),21 betaþ IVSI-6
(T4C),21 and betaþ IVSI-110 (G4A)22,23 (Figure 1).
After immobilization of the target PCR products on
the sensor chips, beta39, beta(I)1, beta(I)6, and
beta(I)110 normal (N-) and mutated (M-) probes
were sequentially injected and the bound resonance
units (RU) were detected.

Materials and methods

Synthetic Oligonucleotides

The location and nucleotide sequences of the PCR
primers and the normal and mutated oligonucleo-
tide probes used in our experiments are reported in
Table 1 and Figure 1. The beta-globin region was
amplified using the 50-end biotinylated beta-glob-F
(biot-beta-glob-F) and the beta-glob-R primers. These
oligonucleotides were purified by high-performance

liquid chromatography (HPLC) and purchased from
Sigma Genosys (Cambridge, UK).

Polymerase Chain Reaction

In each PCR reaction, 100ng of human genomic
DNAwere amplified by Taq DNA polymerase using
the beta-glob-F and beta-glob-R primers, amplifying

Figure 1 Location of beta139, beta1IVSI-1, betaþ IVSI-6, and
betaþ IVSI-110 thalassemia mutations, 50-biotinylated biot-beta-
glob-F and beta-glob-R PCR primers, beta39 (grey box), beta(I)1
(white box), beta(I)6, (black box), and beta(I)110 (dashed box)
normal and mutated probes within the human beta-globin gene.
The underlined sequences represent exonic portions of the beta-
globin gene.

Table 1 PCR primers and BIA probes

Sense/antisense Nucleotide sequence Length

PCR primers
Biot-beta-glob-F Sense 50-biot-AGTTGGTGGTGAGGCCCTG-30 19
Beta-glob-R Antisense 50-CCCATAACAGCATCAGGAGTGG-30 22

BIA probes
N-beta39 Antisense 50-CTCTGGGTCCAA-30 12
M-beta39 Antisense 50-CTCTAGGTCCAA-30 12
N-beta(I)1 Antisense 50-CCAACCTGCCC-30 11
M-beta(I)1 Antisense 50-CCAATCTGCCC-30 11
N-beta(I)6 Antisense 50-CCTTGATACCA-30 11
M-beta(I)6 Antisense 50-CCTTGATGCCA-30 11
N-beta(I)110 Antisense 50-AGACCAATAGGC-30 12
M-beta(I)110 Antisense 50-AGACTAATAGGC-30 12
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the region of the human beta-globin gene containing
sequences corresponding to the beta139, beta1IVSI-1,
betaþ IVSI-6, and betaþ IVSI-110 thalassemia muta-
tions. PCR was performed in a final volume of
100 ml, containing 50mM KCl, 10mM TRIS-HCl, pH
8.8, 1.5mM MgCl2, 0.1% Tritons X-100, 33 mM
dNTPs, 0.3 mM PCR primers, by using 2U/reaction
of Taq DNA polymerase. The 40 PCR cycles used
were as follows: denaturation, 30 s, 951C; annealing,
20 s, 651C; and elongation, 20 s, 721C. The length of
the beta-globin PCR product was 232 bp.

Surface Plasmon Resonance

The BIAcoret 1000 analytical system (Biacore AB,
Uppsala, Sweden) was used in all experiments. The
running buffer HEPES-buffered saline-EP (HBS-EP),
containing 10mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 0.15M NaCl,
3mM EDTA, 0.005% (v/v) Surfactant P20, was from
Biacore AB (Uppsala, Sweden). The experiments
were conducted at 251C with a 5 ml/min flow rate. In
order to obtain an efficient capture of 50-biotinylated
PCR products onto the sensor chip, the well-
documented streptavidin–biotin interaction was
employed.24 To this end, the sensor chip SA,
precoated with streptavidin, was used. After pre-
treatment with three 10 ml pulses with 40mM

NaOH–1M NaCl, three injections of 40 ml of HBS-
EP, 0.5M NaCl, containing PCR products were
administered in different flow cells. Hybridization
was carried out by injecting 20 ml of HBS-EP buffer
containing normal beta-N and mutated beta-M
oligonucleotide probes. After hybridization, the
sensor chips were regenerated by performing a 5ml
pulse of 50mM NaOH.8,10

Sensorgrams were analyzed with the BIAevalua-
tiont 2.1 software.6 Blank subtractions were per-
formed in all the experiments reported.

Sequencing of PCR Products

PCR products obtained using, as target, genomic
DNA from normal, heterozygous, or homozygous
subjects were purified with Microcons-30 (Milli-
pore Corporation, Bedford, MA, USA) and se-
quenced using the ABI PRISMt BigDyet
Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit
and the ABI PRISMt 377 DNA sequencer (PE
Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).

Computer-assisted Prediction of Secondary Structures
of Single-Stranded PCR Products

Secondary structures of single-stranded PCR pro-
ducts carrying both normal and mutated beta-globin
gene sequences were determined using the MFOLD
software (version 3.1) developed by Zuker et al25

and Mathews et al.26 The analysis was performed at
a temperature of 251C and at 0.15M NaCl.

Statistical Analysis

All the data were normally distributed and pre-
sented as mean7s.d. Statistical differences between
groups were compared using one-way ANOVA
(ANalyses Of VAriance between groups) software.
Statistical significance was assumed at Po0.05.

Results

Experimental Strategy and Expected Secondary
Structures of Target PCR Products

For diagnostic purposes, we first produced PCR
products containing all the sequences informative
for beta139, beta1IVSI-1, betaþ IVSI-6, and be-
taþ IVSI-110 thalassemia mutations using, as target,
genomic DNA from normal and heterozygous sub-
jects or homozygous beta-thalassemia patients. Two
double-heterozygous beta139/beta1IVSI-1 patients
were also analyzed. Figure 1 shows the location of
the 50-biotinylated biot-beta-glob-F and the beta-
glob-R PCR primers within the human beta-globin
gene. Table 1 indicates the nucleotide sequences of
all the primers and probes used in this study.

Double-stranded target beta-globin gene PCR
products were produced using an excess of the
beta-glob-R primer with respect to the biotinylated
biot-beta-glob-F primer. This was performed in order
to minimize the presence of the unincorporated
biotinylated PCR primer in the PCR mixture. The
quality of the obtained PCR products was checked
by agarose gel electrophoresis and direct DNA
sequencing (data not shown).

After immobilization of PCR products, the four
normal probes and the probes recognizing the four
thalassemia mutations were sequentially injected as
outlined in Figure 2a, and the RU bound deter-
mined.19,20 Figure 2(b–f) shows the expected sec-
ondary structures of target PCR products without
mutations (b) or carrying the indicated thalassemia
mutations (c–f). The secondary structures were
generated using the MFOLD software (version 3.1)
developed by Zuker et al25 and Mathews et al.26 The
analysis was performed at a temperature of 251C and
at 0.15M NaCl, used in all the BIA experiments
described in the present paper. The data obtained
demonstrate that the biotinylated PCR products are,
as expected, able to generate secondary structures.
As clearly appreciable, and underlined by the
arrows, portions of the sequences corresponding to
the beta-thalassemia mutations considered are, at
least in theory, involved in secondary structures.
Therefore, we expect that the different probes
employed could behave differently with respect to
hybridization efficiency and stability of the gener-
ated hybrids.15 This cannot be avoided and could
introduce a difficulty in the SPR-based diagnosis. In
any case, we expect that the probes recognizing beta-
thalassemia mutations will either be more efficient
than the normal probes in hybridizing with full
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matched target sequences (for instance, in hybridiz-
ing with PCR products from homozygous thalasse-
mia patients), or will generate more stable hybrids,
as reported by our group for SPR-based analysis of
single-point mutations.8,10 Furthermore, the same
probe (specific for either normal or mutated sequ-
ence) might behave differently if injected in flow
cells carrying PCR products with different muta-
tions and, therefore, different secondary structures.

Immobilization of Target PCR Product and
Hybridization Analysis

Before injection on SA sensor chips, the final PCR
products were purified by Microcons-30. Figure 3a
shows a representative example of the immobiliza-
tion of biotinylated biot-beta-glob-F/beta-glob-R PCR

products on an SA sensor chip. As it is evident, the
binding kinetics are slow (Figure 3a, segment ‘a’ of
the sensorgram); after 40 ml pulse of the biotinylated
PCR product (approximately 1mg/40 ml), no plateau
levels of RU are reached. In any case, as expected,
the regeneration step with buffer containing 40mM

NaOH, 1M NaCl (segment ‘c’ of the sensorgram)
induces a decrease in the RUfin to about 1/2,
the RUres being still present on the flow cell due
to the ssPCR product stably immobilized on the
sensor chip (arrowed in Figure 3a). Repeated
injections of biotinylated PCR product were per-
formed in order to reach saturation of streptavidin
binding sites of the flow cells. We usually obtained
1000–2000 RU of target PCR products immobilized
on the sensor chip.

Figure 3b shows the hybridization of the M-
beta(I)1 probe to immobilized PCR product from a
homozygous subject carrying this mutation, and
shows the definitions of RUi, RUfin, and RUres
values. The binding (solid line of b) is fast, but the
RUfin obtained are low (in the representative
example shown in b, 57 RUfin and 45 RUres are
obtained). In this case, background subtraction of
blank samples (dotted line of b) (HBS-EP/H2O
without oligonucleotide probes) are required to take
into consideration possible bulk effects that can
affect the sensorgram. Subtraction of the blank
sensorgram (dotted line of b) to the hybridization
sensorgram (solid line of b) gives the final sensor-
gram shown in Figure 3c, leading to RUfin and
RUres values of 5472 and 3971.5, respectively, in

Figure 2 (a) SPR-based format employed for molecular diagnosis.
After immobilization of PCR products, normal and mutated
probes were sequentially injected and the RU bound were
determined. (b–f) Expected secondary structures of target PCR
products without mutations (b) or carrying beta139 (c), beta1IVSI-1
(d), betaþ IVSI-6 (e), and betaþ IVSI-110 (f) thalassemia mutations.
The secondary structures were generated using the MFOLD
software (version 3.1) developed by Zuker et al25 and Mathews
et al.26 The analysis was performed at a temperature of 251C and at
0.15M NaCl.

Figure 3 (a) Injection on an SA sensor chip of a biotinylated PCR
product obtained using genomic DNA from a homozygous
beta1IVSI-1 patient as target. Segment ‘a’ of the sensorgram:
association; segment ‘b’ of the sensorgram: dissociation obtained
injecting HBS-EP buffer; and segment ‘c’ of the sensorgram:
regeneration step with buffer containing 40mM NaOH, 1M NaCl.
(b) Hybridization of the M-beta(I)1 probe (solid line) to immobi-
lized PCR and identification of RUi, RUfin, and RUres values.
Dotted line: blank sensorgram obtained after injection of HBS-EP/
H2O without oligonucleotide probes. (c) Final sensorgram obtained
after subtraction of the blank sensorgram (dotted line of panel b) to
the hybridization sensorgram (solid line of panel b).
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three consecutive independent injections. This
procedure was employed for all the hybridization
experiments reported in this paper.

Hybridization between Normal and Mutated ODN
Probes and Biotinylated PCR Products Immobilized on
an SA Sensor Chip

Figure 4(a–d) shows the binding efficiency of the
normal (dotted lines) and mutated (solid lines) ODN
probes corresponding to the beta139 (a), beta1IVSI-1
(b), betaþ IVSI-6 (c), and betaþ IVSI-110 (d) thalasse-
mia mutations to biotinylated PCR products from a
normal subject.

The results demonstrate that the beta39, beta(I)1,
beta(I)6, and beta(I)110 normal and mutated probes
are all suitable to define the PCR product immobi-
lized as a ‘normal’ product lacking mutations. This
conclusion is drawn by looking to (RUfin�RUi)
values for the beta139 (a), beta1IVSI-1 (b) and
betaþ IVSI-110 (d) thalassemia mutations. For these

mutations, the (RUres�RUi) values are also infor-
mative. By contrast, analysis of (RUfin�RUi) values
are not informative for the betaþ IVSI-6 mutation (c),
since hybridization is obtained with both N-beta(I)6
and M-beta(I)6 probes. In this specific case, the
analysis of (RUres–RUi) values is necessary for
discriminating normal from mutated sequences.

In any case, the data of Figure 4(a–d) indicate that
injections of normal and mutated probes to a single
large PCR product containing the sites for beta139,
beta1IVSI-1, betaþ IVSI-6, and betaþ IVSI-110 thalas-
semia mutations give informative results for all
the mutations when the (RUres�RUi) values are
analyzed.

Therefore, we performed sequential injections of
the same four normal and mutated ODN probes on
immobilized PCR products from heterozygous sub-
jects or homozygous beta-thalassemia patients. In
addition, double heterozygous beta139/beta1IVSI-1
patients were also analyzed.

Figure 4(e–n) shows representative examples
obtained. In the first example, M-beta39, N-beta39,

Figure 4 Injection of normal (dotted lines) and mutated (solid lines) ODN probes to immobilized ssPCR products from a normal subject
(a–d), a homozygous beta139 patient (e and f), a homozygous beta1IVSI-1 patient (g and h), and a double-heterozygous beta139/beta1IVSI-1
patient (i–n).
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M-beta(I)1, and N-beta(I)1 probes were injected into
a flow cell carrying a PCR product from a homo-
zygous beta139 patient (e and f). In the second
example, the same probes were injected into a
sensor chip carrying a PCR product from a homo-
zygous beta1IVSI-1 patient (g and h).

As expected, only M-beta39 (e) and N-beta(I)1 (f)
probes hybridize to the flow cell carrying a PCR
product from a homozygous beta139 patient; accord-
ingly, only N-beta39 (g) and M-beta(I)1 (h) probes
hybridize to the flow cell carrying a PCR product
from a homozygous beta1IVSI-1 patient.

In the third representative example shown
in Figure 4 (see panels i–n), analysis was conducted
on a flow cell carrying a PCR product from a double-
heterozygous beta139/beta1IVSI-1 patient. In
this case, the probes able to hybridize are M-beta39
and N-beta39 (i), M-beta(I)1 and N-beta(I)1 (l),
N-beta(I)6 (m, dotted line), and N-beta(I)110
(n, dotted line). Accordingly, M-beta(I)6 (m, solid
line) and M-beta(I)110 (n, solid line) probes do not
hybridize.

The SPR-based BIA Protocol is Suitable for Molecular
Diagnosis of the Beta139, Beta1IVSI-1, BetaþIVSI-6
and BetaþIVSI-110 Thalassemia Mutations

In order to verify whether the experimental protocol
described is suitable for reproducible molecular
diagnosis of all the four thalassemia mutations
analyzed, we determined the ‘beta-thalassemia
index’ (beta-THAL index) as the value (RUres�RUi)
RUi) (N)/(RUres�RUi)(M), where (RUres�RUi)(N)
are the values obtained with the normal N-beta
probes and (RUres�RUi)(M) values (in any case
corrected to values Z1) are those obtained with the
M-beta probes recognizing the thalassemia muta-
tions. The beta-THAL index was always found to
be high (42.5 for beta139,48 for beta1IVSI-1,42 for
betaþ IVSI-6, and 45 for betaþ IVSI-110) when
PCR products from normal subjects were employed.
On the contrary, this value was found to be
intermediate when PCR products from heterozygous
subjects were used. Finally, the beta-THAL index
was always found to be lower than 0.6 (o0.5
for beta139, o0.55 for beta1IVSI-1, o0.16 for
betaþ IVSI-6, and o0.22 for betaþ IVSI-110) when
PCR products from homozygous thalassemia pa-
tients were immobilized on the SA sensor chip.
These data are analytically shown in Figure 5 and
summarized in Table 2. The results obtained allow
to conclude that the employed normal and mutated
probes are useful for real-time SPR-based molecular
diagnosis of beta139, beta1IVSI-1, betaþ IVSI-6, and
betaþ IVSI-110.

Statistical analyses demonstrate that all the
differences between the beta-THAL index of normal
and heterozygous subjects and homozygous
thalassemia patients were significant in all cases
(Figure 5).

Discussion

Recent papers demonstrated the possible use of BIA
by SPR and biosensor technologies as an excellent
approach for the molecular diagnosis of mutations
involved in hereditary diseases.8–10 However, to our
knowledge, no report was published on the parallel
diagnosis of multiple mutations. This is a very
important feature of diagnosis protocols, since in most
cases, hereditary diseases involving point mutations
are highly heterogeneous. Moreover, double-hetero-
zygous subjects are often present in the population.

In this paper, we employed an SPR-based BIA
format for the analysis of multiple mutations within
large PCR products immobilized on a sensor chip. In
this format, the target PCR product is immobilized
on the sensor chip, and then probes for detecting
different mutations (in our case beta139, beta1IVSI-1,
betaþ IVSI-6, and betaþ IVSI-110 thalassemia muta-
tions) are sequentially injected (Figure 2a).

The major problem we encountered is that during
the association phase carried out with HBS-EP at

Table 2 Beta-THAL index in homozygous beta N/N, hetero-
zygous beta N/M, and homozygous beta M/M subjects

Thalassemia
mutation

Target Subjects Determinations Beta-THAL
index

RUres�RUi

Beta139 N/N 5 5 8.9074.65
N/M 4 3 1.3870.25
M/M 1 3 0.4270.09

Beta1IVSI-1 N/N 7 18 15.2377.09
N/M 2 5 1.3770.26
M/M 1 7 0.3070.22

Beta+IVSI-6 N/N 8 17 6.7173.89
N/M 1 6 0.5970.10
M/M 1 6 0.09870.050

Beta+IVSI-110 N/N 8 3 5.3370.58
N/M 1 3 1.3070.61
M/M 1 3 0.1670.10

Figure 5 Beta-THAL index values found in normal (N/N), hetero-
zygous (N/M), and homozygous (M/M) subjects, as indicated.
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251C, discrimination between mismatched and full
matched probes/DNA hybrids is not readily and
reproducibly observed with all the beta39, beta(I)1,
beta(I)6, and beta(I)110 probes by analyzing the
association phases of the obtained sensorgrams.
However, (RUres�RUi) values were always found
to be suitable for diagnostic purposes.

In this study, a total of ten normal and seven
heterozygous subjects, and six homozygous thalas-
semia patients were considered (details are shown
in Table 2) for a total of 11, 30, 29, and 9
determinations using beta39, beta(I)1, beta(I)6, and
beta(I)110 probes, respectively. We emphasize that
unexpected beta-THAL index values were never
found in our analyses, indicating that this is a very
reproducible and informative technique.

As we have studied relatively few samples, this
paper should be considered as a pilot study; our
data, however, firmly demonstrate the ability of
SPR-based BIA of detecting multiple point muta-
tions of the beta-globin gene by real-time monitoring
of hybridization between oligonucleotide probes
and target biotinylated PCR products generated from
genomic DNA of normal and heterozygous subjects
and homozygous beta-thalassemia patients.

The results reported in the present paper repre-
sent, in our opinion, a novel finding, since the
procedure described to our knowledge is the first
reported on the use of SPR-based BIA and biosensor
technology for multiple detections of point muta-
tions. The method is a real-time, very fast procedure
of great interest for molecular preimplantation
diagnosis, in order to discriminate homozygous
thalassemic embryos from heterozygous and normal
embryos. In this case, the speed of the analysis is
critical in order to minimize the production of
embryos to be successfully tested and implanted.27

Other advantages of the methodology described in
the present paper are: (a) that it is a nonradioactive
methodology and (b) that gel electrophoresis and/or
dot-spot analysis are not required.

Three issues should be, in our opinion, investi-
gated in the near future: the first is related to the
efficiency of hybridization and amount of RU
obtained for single hybridization. The development
of modified probes able to generate higher RU shifts
following hybridization is highly recommended.
The second is to verify whether the approach
described here could be applied to entire genes. A
very interesting possibility is to perform a large PCR
amplifying the entire beta-globin gene and to
immobilize this large PCR product on the sensor
chip, being able to perform molecular diagnosis for
all the known mutations causing beta-thalassemia.
We do not know what the limits of this technology
are with respect to the size of the PCR product to be
immobilized; this point deserves great attention in
the future in order to propose this method for
detection of point mutations affecting large-sized
genes. A third issue to be investigated is the
possibility of applying the described approach to

other genetic diseases caused by point mutations,
such as, for example, hemochromatosis and cystic
fibrosis.
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